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The CNC busbar processing machine can process all kinds of busbars. It can fold, punch, and shear.
Its three processing units can be adjusted in a limited range, increasing production efficiency and
convenience. The three units can be operated independently to increase the speed of processing.
Besides, it has a storage function, which is helpful to save space when not in use.
CNC busbar bending punching cutting machine is a multi-functional tool that can perform bending,
cutting, and shearing operations. It can perform multiple processing functions at once, including
punching, shearing, and bending. The working stroke of the CNC busbar forming machine is
adjustable and ensures more accurate bending. The CNC busbar bending machine from China can
do all these processes simultaneously.
The CNC busbar bending punching cutting machine can do all kinds of bending, shearing, and
cutting. It can also perform press cable threading, embossing, and flattening functions. It is also
equipped with three working stations, allowing users to work on different pieces of busbar
simultaneously. The working stroke of the CNC busbar bending punching cutting machine is
adjustable, and the clamp rotates automatically.
The CNC busbar punching and cutting machine from China offers professional, high-efficiency, and
accurate punching and shearing. The busbar shear and punching machine are compatible with a
CNC bender, and it can be combined with a CNC for the busbar processing production line. GJ3D
software is connected with the CNC bending machine, making it easy to set up.
Its three working stations can perform bending, punching, and shearing processing. Its open-closed
bending structure allows it to perform multiple processing functions, such as punching, shearing and
flattening. This feature makes China's CNC busbar bending machine highly versatile and efficient.
Further, it is equipped with an advanced PLC control system, increasing precision and making it
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easier for operators to program.
The CNC busbar punching and cutting machine from China is highly accurate and professional. Its
tooling library includes punching dies for all types of metals. Its auto-rotating clamp and auto-delivery
of the finished workpiece are the critical features of the CNC busbar punch and cut machine from
China. It can also be coordinated with the CNC bender. A CNC bender is an indispensable part of the
CNC for the busbar processing production line.
The CNC busbar punching and cutting machine from China is an automatic bending and cutting CNC
busbar-bending machine with three processing units. Its punching and shearing functions are
performed on the same machine. It is available in various models and makes it easy for users to
choose the best one for their needs. Its automatic-feeding system makes it convenient to process
long busbars.
A CNC busbar punching and cutting machine is professional and highly accurate. It can process
copper and aluminum busbars. It can be combined with a CNC bender and a busbar processing
production line. It is connected to a special aided design software and can be controlled by PLC. Its
high precision and easy operation make it an ideal CNC punching and shearing machine for electric
power station establishment.
Its three-processing units are capable of performing bending, punching, and shearing. The
specialized CNC busbar bending machine can perform bending, punching, and shaping
simultaneously. The specialized CNC busbar bending machines from China can handle all kinds of
busbars. Its hydraulic-driven servo motor can process various materials, such as copper, aluminum,
and stainless steel. The multi-functions of the CNC busbar forming machine make it suitable for a
wide range of applications.
The CNC busbar machine from China offers a variety of advantages. Its cutting unit is a sharp
shearing unit and a flat incision interface. Its apex angle is adjustable. It has a footswitch and a press
button to control its speed. The cutters can also be configured with a variety of machining
parameters.
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